Terminal contributions for duplex oligonucleotide thermodynamic properties in the context of nearest neighbor models.
Additive physical properties of DNA polymer duplexes have been expanded in terms of eight irreducible parameters that ultimately lead to consistency relations among the corresponding 10 duplex dimer contributions. End parameters are often added to allow for oligomer analysis which would add four extra degrees of freedom to the aforementioned parameters. Analysis of sufficient experimental data on oligomer duplexes allows for the unambiguous recovery of irreducible parameters. Values for free energy, enthalpy, and entropy are thus obtained, in terms of either irreducible or dimer decomposition sets. Here, a better adjust for the entropic (and enthalpic) irreducible parameters are obtained as we consider the more precise melting temperature data for the sequences of a given dataset. However, still large error estimates, and no clear distinction between the orientations of the terminal base pairs could yet be found. Finally, statistical mechanics approaches are applied for to connect the nearest neighbor approach to the two states model. Ad hoc end effects can be thus correlated to nucleation phenomena, leading to a critique for its role in nearest neighbor modeling.